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On the Leading Edge of High Performance Aluminum Manufacturing

The Challenge of Automotive Lightening –
Trends on Processing Age-Hardening Alloys
Since it was founded in 1958, FAGOR ARRASATE is aimed in reaching the
highest and most reputed position in design, manufacturing and commissioning of cold rolling mills and finishing lines for flat aluminum sheet
manufacturing. In fact, FAGOR ARRASATE is practically the only worldwide
company which counts within its portfolio and references with the full
range of facilities for aluminum strip/sheet manufacturing:
Break Down Mills – Foil Mills – Tension Leveling Lines – Coating Lines –
Cut-To-Length Lines – Slitting Lines – Blanking Lines.
Moreover, FAGOR ARRASATE ranks among the three worldwide leaders
in finishing lines for automotive applications. Most of top car and OEM
manufactures keep on placing their confidence in us, by ordering facilities
as well as via technological partnership agreements.
Our added value is clear: we live and know the full process. From the
rolling mill to the blanking and vice-versa: Advanced Feedback Forward.
Brief introduction on wrought Aluminum word shows that it is divided
in several series (1xxx to 8xxx), based on its alloys contend. Further to this,
some series are Non-Heat Treatable –Strain Hardening - (1xxx, 3xxx and
5xxx) while other are Heat-Treatable – Age hardening - (2xxx, 6xxx and
7xxx) to modify (improve) its mechanical properties. Reference Standards
are EN515, EN573 and EN485.
The topic of this article refers to the present trends in aluminum manufacturing so that car lightening could be accomplish, the contribution and
challenge of aluminum manufacturers, in order to comply with the strict
emissions regulations which will be enter into force in the next years. Therefore, we are mainly focused on Heat-Treatable – Age-hardening Aluminum
Alloys (2xxx, 6xxx and 7xxx)
It is a fact that aluminum is somehow fighting against the steel and
gaining penetration in the car manufacturing. While steel is a quite mature
component, its development is focused in Advanced High Strength Steels,
Aluminum is a quite young component with a long expected development
from the technical and application points of views. Recyclability is its advantage too. Aluminum is under continuous development, not mature yet.
Challenge, present and future, is the development of Heat-Treatable Aluminum alloys with higher mechanical properties (Yield and Tensile Strength,
Elongation, etc) and corrosion resistance. When dealing with this type of
high-class material, traceability is a must: from the Aluminum slab to the
blanking line.
FAGOR ARRASATE is aware and conscious about this challenge and
hence involved in an ambitious investigation and research program, jointly
with Aluminum producers, car manufacturers, OEM suppliers and its own
University and Technological Institutes. As advanced, we are within and the
full process.
Summarizing, present time and latest stage (to feed the blanking lines)
requirements of aluminum parts for automotive applications refer mainly to:
A. Heat-Treatable Aluminum Alloys (2xxx, 6xxx and 7xxx), Temper or 		
Solution Heat Treatment (T4, T6 and even T7)
B. Non Heat-Treatable Aluminum Alloys (5xxx), Temper (H2)
C. Isotropic surface texture (EDT, LBT or EBT) with Roughness
about 1,2 µm
D. Strip flatness below 3 I units (exceeding EN485)
E. Ti/Zr/Si conversion layer (passivation)
F. Oiled or Dry Film (Wax type)
� Points A and B are referred to the mechanical properties of the Aluminum sheet, which is accomplished through a thermal cycle (heating and
cooling), in a oven and cooler.
� Point C refers to a surface feature (texture) of the aluminum sheet,
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and it is performed in a cold rolling or skin pass mill. This is a key
factor for an optimum drawing process.
� Point D is related to the surface quality, and carried out by
means of hi-performance leveling facilities (stretch, tension or roll
leveling)
� Points E and F also refer to a surface feature of the aluminum
sheet, focused on corrosion protection and adhesion properties and
easing press forming
In order to get high production outputs (between 50.000 to
100.000 tons/year), in the latest years there have developed the
specific processing lines, so called CASH Lines: Continuous Annealing
Solution Heat Lines. About 30 of such processing lines are running
worldwide at present, several and under execution and a huge
demand is expected in next years to feed the incoming automotive
lightening demands.
The typical and standard process flow of the so called CASH Lines
follows the herein bellow arrangement:
1. Two unwinding stations
2. Strip Joiner (Stitcher)
3. Side Trimming Section
4. Pre-cleaning Section
5. Entry Strip Accumulator
6. Heat-Treatment Section (Oven and cooling, flotation type)
7. Tension Leveling Section
8. Cleaning and Pickling Section
9. Passivation Section
10. Exit Strip Accumulator
11. Pre-aging Oven
12. Oiler / Waxer
13. Two rewinding stations
Due to FAGOR ARRASATE presence in the latest process – forming
pressing -, and in collaboration with our final customers and users,
several points become arisen as to be improved in the upstream processing as is the so called CASH Lines arrangement, as per example:
1.
Surface texturing is a key factor for press forming. The
present time process flow applies the texturing on the strip surfaces
before being processed in the so called CASH Line. The cleaning and
pickling process causes a degradation on the applied texturing, which
influences the downstream press forming process.
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		 Action: to perform the texturing the closest to the press forming,
but not before being processed into the so call CASH Lines
2.		 Oil / Wax coated material entering into the Cut-To-Length and
Blanking lines pollutes the equipment previous to the press and causes
failures and shut down times for cleaning.
		 Action: to oil / wax the strip in the finishing lines but not in the so
called CASH Lines
3.		 The optimum flatness of the sheet is to be reached prior the press
forming process, but whenever the aluminum alloy reaches its final mechanical properties after the forced or natural aging
Action: for exposed parts mainly, to reach the finest strip flatness in the
finishing lines but not in the so called CASH Lines.
In reply to the questions arisen and in collaboration with the aluminum
producers and OEMs, FAGOR ARRASATE and its Technological Institutes
and University are working in separate arrangements (processing lines)
instead of the so called CASH Line, so that process optimization to reach the
top quality request for car exposed and non-exposed parts manufacturing
become succeed. Consequently, FAGOR ARRASATE´s proposal is to perform
the full thermal and surface conditioning in separated and dedicated processing lines:
A.
CONTINUOUS ANNEALING LINE (CAL), with the following
arrangement:
1.
Two unwinding stations
2.
Strip Joiner (Stitcher)
3.
Side Trimming Section - Option
4.
Pre-cleaning Section
5.
Entry Strip Accumulator
6.
Heat-Treatment Section (Oven and cooling, flotation type)
7.
Exit Strip Accumulator
8.
Pre-aging Oven
9.
Two rewinding stations
B.
SURFACE CONDITIONING LINE (SCL), with the following
arrangement:
1.
Two unwinding stations
2.
Strip Joiner (Stitcher)
3.
Side Trimming Section - Option
4.
Entry Strip Accumulator
5.
Cleaning and Pickling Section
6.
Texturing Section – Skin Pass Mill
7.
Tension Levelling Section
8.
Cleaning Section
9.
Passivation Section
10.
Exit Strip Accumulator
11.
Oiler / Waxer - Optional
12.
One rewinding station
While the CAL could be considered as usual processing line since decades
(we are not going to enter in this topic), the present time and real innovation of FAGOR ARRASATE´ solution is focused on the SCL.
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Once the Aluminum coil has been processed in the CAL, and its final
mechanical properties has been reached by tempering process and the subsequent forced and/or natural aging, the next process implies to reach the
highest request on flatness and superficial quality for the final press forming
process. And this performed in the SCL. Process flow of SCL as it is explained
in the present article is currently under patent development.
SCL process implies a wet section with comprises a first stage of alkaline
cleaning/etching and a further stage of acidic pickling, both followed by a
three-stage rinsing by demineralized water and a final drying. In this way,
all the remaining impurities and precipitations on the strip surface are
removed, and a homogeneous alumina layer is created.
Target of the next section is to create an isotropic strip surface, a mandatory characteristic for the optimum final press forming. This is performed
by a Skin Pass Mill, which rolls transmit (copy) the isotropic profile and
roughness to the strip surface. Skin Pass Mill Rolls are texturized by Electro
Discharge or Laser Beam Texturing plus Cr coating or Electro Discharge
Coating). Additional feature of the Skin Pass Mill is the improvement of the
strip flatness. This point is the most important innovation, and can be also
implemented into the classical design of the so called CASH Lines.
Further Tension Leveling Section improves the flatness of the strip to
levels above 3 I units, correcting the flatness defects (waving edges, center
buckles, cross-bow and coil set). For sensitive and critical strip formats the
leveling is reached by pure stretch more, without the use of the leveler cassettes. Downstream of the leveling, and alkaline cleaning remove from strip
surface the dust of alumina generated in the leveling process, necessary for
the further passivation stage.
Latest stage of the process section refers to the chemical coating or
passivation of the strip sides, in order to improve corrosion protection as
well as the adhesion properties for further process. In a vertical or horizontal
arrangement, a roll-coater machine applies a metered and uniform layer
on both strip surfaces. Curing of the media is performed in the curing oven
(infrared or gas fired) and further strip cooling down.
The installation of an oiler will be a matter of discussion but, in any case,
FAGOR ARRASATE recommends to install the waxer (dry film) in the finishing lines, the closest to the presses, due to the previously exposed reason.
Mentioned SCL process flow is currently under patent development
The separation of the two different processes that make up the so called
CASH Lines implies obviously a higher capital investment as well as services
cost. In opposition, to count with separate lines for each process (CAL and
SCT) provides the manufacturing plant with higher flexibility as well as
reduce the material losses (scrap) due to unscheduled stops. But the main
advantage of the division is the tightest process control and consequent
highest quality and added value of the processed material, which contribute to the fast pay-back of the investment and increase the demand of the
product, which means profitability.
FAGOR ARRASATE is stepping ahead in the flat aluminum production
with the partnership of the aluminum producers, targeted in supplying
production facilities to reach the highest performances while optimizing the
process and the services cost. �
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